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QUADRIGA Beteiligungs- & Vermögens AG 

Notice  

The following data represent a snapshot taken at the time of the initial public offering / new listing / inclusion in the MTF 

and are not updated regularly. 

 

 

ISIN:  AT0000979794  

Sec. id. code:  097979  

Symbol:  QUAD  

Trading segment:  Dritter Markt  

Market segment:  Unregulated Securities Market 

    

Address:  Salzgries 15  
1010 Vienna  
Phone: + 43 1 247 00  
Fax: +43 1 247 00 11  
e-mail: hedge-fund@quadrigafund.com  

Website:  http://www.quadrigafund.com/  

    

Company profile:  Quadriga AG belongs to the international Quadriga group, whose investment 
products include one of the world’s most successful hedge funds. The profit-sharing 
certificates of Quadriga AG are the first Austrian hedge fund product that can be 
traded on the stock exchange.  
The long-standing success of Quadriga AG’s profit-sharing certificates as well as of 
the other hedge fund products of the Quadriga family is based on a proprietary, 
fully-automated technical analysis trading system. The trading system is unique 
worldwide and recognizes trends fully automatically using the methods of technical 
chart analysis. This eliminates the risk of taking wrong decisions that are 
emotionally-driven, ensuring a high degree of probability of achieving targeted 
performance.  
This trading platform, which has been tested using the data of the past 30 years and 
has been continually expanded, is now in operation on over 100 financial markets. 
The computerized trading system automatically computes buy and sell signals and 
continuously monitors all risk ratios. In contrast to conventional investments, 
Quadriga products may be used by investors to make profits on both rising and 
falling prices.  
The average returns achieved through the trading system used by Quadriga AG put 
it among the best performing hedge fund products the period 1997-2000 worldwide 
according to international rankings. For example, the exchange-listed profit-sharing 
certificates of Quadriga AG were ranked as the top performers in October 2001 in 
the category of the three-year average annual performance by the reputed Barclay 
Managed Funds Report.  
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